
COMMANDS

TO SAVE A FILE 

FILE/Save as... allows you to give your file a unique name; saves the visible information
FILE/Save adds the new/changed information to the previously named file
FILE/Revert to Saved discards the information visible on the screen and loads in the previously saved version
FILE/Close closes the visible screen—opens a Dialogue Box which asks you— 
  “Save the new document?”
  Yes allows you to save the file by giving it a name
  No close the document without saving
  Cancel do not close the document
FILE/Open allows you to open a document you have already saved

Every 10-15 minutes you should make this critical judgment of your work—
 Have I saved the screen?
 No: Save as... creates a new file with a unique name
 Do I prefer what I see on the screen to what I have previously saved?
 Yes: Save replaces the original
 No: Revert to Saved discards the new information
 Equal to: Save as... creates a new file

KEYBOARD COMMANDS

PROGRAM ACTIVE
 FILE
   [command] N New file
  [command] O Open file
  [command] W Close file
  [command] S Save file
  [command] [shift] S Save as...

 EDIT
  [command] Z Undo
  [command] X Cut
   [command] C Copy
  [command]] V Paste
  [command] A Select ALL
  [command] D Deselect

DESKTOP ACTIVE
 FILE
  [command] [shift] N New folder
  [command] O Open whatever is selected, i.e., folder or saved file
   [command] W Close whatever is selected

 EDIT
   [command] X Cut whatever is selected
  [command] C Copy whatever is selected
   [command] V Paste whatever is selected
   [command] A Select ALL folders from desktop; files from folder



COLOR SYSTEMS

RGB—ADDITIVE COLOR SYSTEM

The ADDITIVE COLOR SYSTEM means that when the 
full values of Red+Blue+Green are added together, 
they produce WHITE light.
When color is produced by colored lights, then mixing 
color affects their total value (lightness or darkness). 
Combining colored lights produces a lighter result, 
because white light is composed of all the colors of the 
spectrum. 
RGB mode is referred to as an additive color mode 
because it is based on light ; each shade is created 
by adding three components of light together—red, 
green, and blue—the three primary hues that form 
white light. The RGB color gamut (or range of colors 
available from a particular mode) covers a large part of 
the visible spectrum.
RGB is a 24-bit color mode; each pixel is represented 
by three VALUES from 0 to 255, one value each for 
red, green, and blue. The more light that is added (the 
higher the values), the brighter (closer to white) it gets. 
When you add the maximum amounts of red, green, 
and blue light, white is produced; the lower the values, 
the darker the colors. This color model is used by video, 
photography, film and theatrical lighting.
Video and computer display technology uses the 
Red/Green/Blue (RGB) Color System. A 24-bit byte 
represents each pixel as a combination of red, 
green and blue—each color in 256 levels of gray—
which mathematically produces 16,777,216 colors 
(256x256x256).

CMY—SUBTRACTIVE COLOR SYSTEM

What RGB is to computer screens, CMY is to printing 
presses. CMY is a subtractive color model. When light 
hits a printed page, some of the light is absorbed, 
or subtracted, by the pigments on the page; the 
remaining light is reflected back and perceived as 
a color. Each of the CMY primaries (cyan, magenta, 
yellow) is specified in a range of 0 to 100%. When color 
is produced by pigments, mixing color produces darker 
values. When you have 0% ink coverage, the paper 
remains untouched, and the image appears white. 
100% each of cyan, magenta, and yellow makes a dark, 
muddy brown. 

PROCESS COLOR 

Process Color is made up of the three subtractive 
primaries used in conjunction with BLACK to 
reproduce full-color originals. Due to the impurity 
of ink, black is added to provide density in shadows 
and details that would be impossible to achieve 
using combinations of cyan, magenta and yellow 
alone. CMYK is a 32-bit color mode, each pixel is a 
combination of cyan, magenta and yellow and black. 
CMYK files are larger than those saved in RGB.
The lightest colors are assigned smaller percentages 
of each of the process inks; darker inks have higher 
percentages. Process yellow reflects red and green 
light and absorbs blue light. Cyan reflects blue and 
green light and absorbs red light. Magenta reflects red 
and blue light and absorbs green light.
The color gamut of the CMYK mode is much smaller 
than that of the RGB mode because the printing 
process depends on inks reflecting light, not light 
itself. Each set of printing inks created by a different 
manufacturer will produce a different CMYK color 
gamut. CMYK images are used extensively in printing, 
but never in multimedia.

HUE–SATURATION–BRIGHTNESS

This system is an electronic image format in which 
each pixel is assigned a number representing the 
depth of the byte, i.e., 24-bit byte can produce over 
16 million colors for each pixel. Each pixel has three 
values—HUE (color), SATURATION (the degree of purity 
or brilliance of hue/color, and BRIGHTNESS (amount 
of black/white). The Hue, Saturation and Brightness 
color model seems to make more sense to users with 
traditional art backgrounds.
Using the Color Picker in Photoshop, these three values 
are represented by a vertical slide bar for the HUE (360 
values from 0° to 359°), and a square area that contains 
a circular cursor which identifies the SATURATION (0% 
at left–no saturation–100% at right–fully saturated) 
and the BRIGHTNESS (100% at top–brightest–to 0% at 
bottom–darkest).

L*a*b*

Covering the entire range of the visible spectrum, the 
Lab model is used by Photoshop internally to convert 
images from one mode to another, as well as for a 
number of other operations. Another 24-bit system, 
Lab color stores 8 bits of information for luminance or 
lightness (L) and 8 bits each for two color components: 
a) from green to red, and b) from blue to yellow. Lab 
color can be useful for special effects, but is rarely used 
otherwise except internally by graphics applications.



MODES

Each of these different options available in the Mode 
Menu in Photoshop has its benefits. However, for 
working in color, there are two standard modes that 
are used almost universally: RGB and CMYK. Scanning, 
or input is done in RGB. Output or printing on a press 
is generally done in CMYK. Although they handle color 
differently, these two color modes are definitely linked. 
In digital display, RGB colors are directly inverse on 
a color wheel to CMY colors. Their relationship is the 
primary basis for all on-screen color.
The table below lists the different combinations of RGB 
and CMY primaries and the colors that result.
 RGB:  CMY:
 Red = M + Y
 Green = C + Y
 Blue = C + M
 CMY:  RGB:
 Cyan = B + G
 Magenta = B + R
 Yellow = R + G

Complements:

 Red & Cyan
 Green & Magenta
 Blue & Yellow

Color Wheel

If you take any two colors in a triangle (for example, 
red and blue from the RGB triangle) and add them 
together, the resulting color will be the CMY color 
located between the two RGB points. In this example, 
red and blue combine to form magenta. This is what 
is meant when it is said that the two color modes are 
directly inverse. Each CMY color is made up of two 
RGB colors and vice versa. Vary the proportions of the 
primaries and add black to the equation, and you have 
the millions of colors in the digital palette.

A color complement is the color located directly 
opposite on the wheel. In order to manipulate color 
in an image, you need to take advantage of the 
relationship between color complements. If you 
want to add a specific color to an image, you have 
three options: add the color, add equal parts of its 
constituent colors, or remove some of its complement. 
For example, to add magenta to an image, you could 
add magenta, add more blue and red, or remove 
green. Conversely, this means that to remove a color 
from an image, you can remove the color itself, equal 
parts of its constituents or add its complement. 
While it may seem that it would be easiest to add or 
subtract the color in question, you have more control 
using all three methods. For example, if an image 
needs less blue, simply removing blue may cause reds 
to go pink or cyan to lean toward green. Instead, you 
can remove just the right amounts of magenta and 
cyan to achieve the desired level of blue in an image.

CONVERTING BETWEEN MODES

The biggest factor in determining when to convert 
from one color mode to another is: “Where is the color 
most critical?” A CMYK image that’s 100MB in size will 
be only 75MB as an RGB image, but manipulating 
the color of the RGB image and then converting to 
CMYK will almost certainly create an overall flattened 
tone. Conversely, creating images for multimedia 
productions that will only be used in “quick-and-dirty” 
printed promotional pieces may not require a high 
level of quality.
A CMYK image has a smaller gamut than an RGB 
image, but allows for smaller variations in color of the 
shades it does produce. Simply put, images that are 
converted to and modified in CMYK are going to be 
different from the same image modified in RGB. The 
differences between CMYK and RGB begin to stack 
up as more color changes are made to an image. 
Consequently, you should never convert back to RGB 
after converting an image to CMYK.
As a general rule:
	 •	 	Correct	images	intended	for	multimedia,	Web,	and	

transparency output in RGB.
	 •	 	Correct	images	intended	for	offset	printing	after	

converting to CMYK.
	 •	 	If	an	image	is	to	be	used	by	both	multimedia	

and offset printing, either keep two completely 
separate files, or do gross corrections in RGB then 
fine-tune the version slated for offset printing in 
CMYK.

	 •	 	If	you	are	outputting	your	digital	file	to	a	digital	
printer, leave your image in RGB since the printer 
itself will covert the image to CMYK.
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